Question Overview
PLRD - Division-wide Results

Q1: What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
Started: 26 Feb 2014 Ended: 4 Apr 2014

For this Overview Report, we combined the top 10 priorities from both schools and the community Thoughtstream into
one report. The results were modified so that each school was given equal weight. Finally, similar priorities or groups of
thoughts were combined to show shared values.
In this Overview Report, themes were first created from priorities in question 3 in order to understand what
stakeholders want out of their education system. These same themes were then used to categorize the concerns and
benefits from questions 1 and 2. Any theme preceded by an ‘x’ was not generated out of question 3 and is distinct to
questions 1 and question 2.
Similar to the school results, the overall rating is the total number of stars assigned to that group of thoughts. For this
Overview Report the 'participant' count tells you how many schools prioritized that group of thoughts. Finally, the
average rating tells you how many stars on average that group received.
Priorities Summary
Overall rating - total number of stars assigned to that group of thoughts
Participant count - the number of people that assigned stars to that group of thoughts
Average rating - the average number of stars that was given to that group of thoughts. The overall rating divided by
the participant count. Average Rating can indicate a small number of people are passionate about a particular subject.
You will often see a group of thoughts with a higher average rating than a group higher in the list. This can indicate that
the people that did add stars to that group felt it was very important.
overall rating

participant count average rating

Separate areas for different ages/grades

11

1

11.00

bathrooms need to be accessible on quick
notice

9

1

9.00

I am concerned that there be adequate
classroom space to accommodate the
increase in students

9

1

9.00

No cuts to staff

9

1

9.00

Adequate size of classrooms for integrated
learning and growing class sizes

8

1

8.00

Please be sure that shared spaces are
adequate.

8

1

8.00

Adequate room and access points for Traffic
Flow

6

1

6.00

Design for future needs as well as immediate
needs

6

1

6.00

Doing it right: planning properly and not
rushing

6

1

6.00
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overall rating

participant count average rating

how are you going to control traffic on the
east and west side

6

1

6.00

Will there be enough space for all students?

6

1

6.00

Adequate space and staffing for a new K-12
facility

5

1

5.00

Classroom size and space for primary
classrooms

5

1

5.00

Don't lose focus on the needs of the students

5

1

5.00

Enough classrooms for all the kids

5

1

5.00

Gym space and timetabling, gym equipment
upgrades.

5

1

5.00

Need for a playground suitable for K-3

5

1

5.00

Separation between primary and secondary
grades.

5

1

5.00

Adequate and separate gym time.

4

1

4.00

Better heating system, air conditioning and air
quality

4

1

4.00

Class disruptions during school year

4

1

4.00

Continuation of the unique programs that the
current primary school offers.

4

1

4.00

Exposure to inappropriate behavior

4

1

4.00

Making sure technology is reliable, relevant
and accessible

4

1

4.00

Money is used towards bettering the school
and not just for aesthetics.

4

1

4.00

Parking and pickup/dropoff at the new facility.

4

1

4.00

Separate bathrooms and change rooms

4

1

4.00

Separate playground areas for the different
ages

4

1

4.00

That all the grades (K - 12) will be considered.

4

1

4.00

Keeping students with age appropriate peers

3

1

3.00
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Theme report
What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility
upgrades?

Child count

Total stars

Total participants

0

63

10

bathrooms need to be accessible on quick notice

9

1

I am concerned that there be adequate classroom space to accommodate
the increase in students

9

1

Adequate size of classrooms for integrated learning and growing class sizes

8

1

Adequate room and access points for Traffic Flow

6

1

how are you going to control traffic on the east and west side

6

1

Will there be enough space for all students?

6

1

Classroom size and space for primary classrooms

5

1

Don't lose focus on the needs of the students

5

1

Enough classrooms for all the kids

5

1

Parking and pickup/dropoff at the new facility.

4

1

53

10

11

1

Please be sure that shared spaces are adequate.

8

1

Adequate space and staffing for a new K-12 facility

5

1

Need for a playground suitable for K-3

5

1

Separation between primary and secondary grades.

5

1

Exposure to inappropriate behavior

4

1

Separate bathrooms and change rooms

4

1

Separate playground areas for the different ages

4

1

That all the grades (K - 12) will be considered.

4

1

Keeping students with age appropriate peers

3

1

24

5

Design for future needs as well as immediate needs

6

1

Doing it right: planning properly and not rushing

6

1

Better heating system, air conditioning and air quality

4

1

Class disruptions during school year

4

1

Money is used towards bettering the school and not just for aesthetics.

4

1

13

3

5

1

x Space to accommodate student needs / logistics

Inter-grade interaction, separation, coordination

0

Separate areas for different ages/grades

x Plan for immediate and future needs

0

Expanded curriculum, arts, and physical education
Gym space and timetabling, gym equipment upgrades.
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Adequate and separate gym time.

4

1

Continuation of the unique programs that the current primary school offers.

4

1

9

1

9

1

4

1

4

1

166

30

x Staff cuts

0

No cuts to staff
Access to technological advances

0

Making sure technology is reliable, relevant and accessible
Grand Total
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Adequate and separate gym time.

G11

Thought: Gym space, library space, busing, dismissal times

T13

Thought: Limited sport opportunities!

T16

Various age groups and not enough access to gym facilities to accommodate!
Gymnastics,
Basketball,
Soccer,
Football,
Volley ball
Etc
Thought: Is there enough facilities for phys ed.

T20

Will there be adequate opportunity for physical education.
Thought: Sharing gym

T21

Daily physical activity is important and I can not figure out how this can be achieved with only 2 gyms
even if the big gym is divided.
Thought: The primary school need there own gym

T25

We as parents think that the primary school needs there own gym are the gym time for the 4 to 6 kids
is with the 7-9. There has also been concern with bullying. We do not want the little kids to be
involved with that.
Thought: Gym space a

T31

Making sure there is enough gym space for all the children and enough physical activity in the day.
Thought: Gym space & time

T38

As I see now, the 2 gyms at JCC are used to their max. Is there going to be enough gym time for the
younger kids once they are incorporated into the school? I don't think doing games or having
playtime in the classroom equals time in the gym. Younger students especially need time out of the
classroom to run off their excess energy so they can adequately use time in the classroom to learn.
Thought: Gym space

T47

As of right now my daughters class is currently having to share the gym space with other classes, I
am worried when there are even more classes in the same school that they will either lose gym time
or they will be sharing the space with other classes. Too many kids in one class is not very good in
my opinion.
Thought: Adequate gym time.

T71

Obesity and health issues related to obesity and sedentary life style are on the rise. Our children K to
12 need adequate gym and fitness time.
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Adequate and separate gym time.
Thought: Gymnasium space

G11
T84

I do not want numerous classes sharing gym space

Adequate room and access points for Traffic Flow

G9

Thought: Traffic Flow

T10

Adequate room and access points for buses and parents to pick-up and drop-off students, keeping in
mind that a parking space is required for high school students. The parking lot driveway should not
be near the bus/parental area due to congestion and the potential for incidents with new or
inexperienced student drivers.

Adequate size of classrooms for integrated learning and growing class sizes
Thought: Classroom Size

G4
T4

Adequate size of classrooms for integrated learning and growing class sizes.

Adequate space and staffing for a new K-12 facility

G21

Thought: Space

T102

With more people moving to Hanna will there be enough space for all the kids. Would we need to
add on to the school.
Thought: Classroom Space

T105

Enough room in classrooms for modern learning outcomes and strategies.
Thought: Classroom sizes will be smaller but student enrollment

T107

As more students will be coming to the school it is imperative to have large classrooms that will
continue to work in the existing framework. However, it seems we already have many small
classrooms and with the eventual melding of the two schools there may be a likelihood of even
smaller classrooms. As students are becoming 21st century learners and curriculum is transitioning
to project based learning it is imperative to have enough room for students to move freely and
interact with each other.
Thought: Is there going to be enough room for all of the students?

T113

Thought: Is there going to be enough classrooms and room to teach every class?

T114
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Adequate space and staffing for a new K-12 facility

G21

Thought: Cramped spaces

T116

Regardless of the formula used to calculate school spaces, if the hallway in the south of the school is
too big, knock down the wall, make it smaller and add it to a classroom. No grandfathering older
schools into the utilization formula is ridiculous and irresponsible. If the formula is to be followed,
every gym, every classroom, every space must be used all the time. This creates a situation which is
pleasant for no one.
Thought: Adequate Space

T119

I am concerned that we will not have adequate space to offer programs to our students. Rooms may
be cut smaller and programs will suffer because of loss of space. Specifically gym classes having to
share space. Home Ec. lab being cut in half. Art room being cut in half.
Thought: Ensuring adequate space for all student in there respective grades

T128

Combination change rooms and phys ed classes are not acceptable
Thought: space

T130

Will there be enough space to have all the students in one school and not lose classrooms to keep
running the current programs
Thought: Crowded hallways

T137

It doesn't matter how wide the hallways are when you add more students you add more congestion.
In emergency situations will it be safe to evacuate?
Thought: Adequate space for all students.

T143

Thought: With the upgrade will more classes/teachers be available?

T152

I am unsure of the process of the two schools becoming one and I am concerned that even more
teachers or class elective will be lost.
Thought: The school not being bug enough, and being too crowded.

T153

Thought: Adequate room for all of the students.

T154

Thought: Adequate teaching staff.

T156

Thought: Inadequate classroom space

T159

I'm concerned that older students will not have an adequate variety of options offered, due to
insufficient classroom availability.
Thought: Essential programs or spaces will be left out

T160

I'm concerned that there won't be enough space for break out spaces for small groups.
Thought: To crowded
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Adequate space and staffing for a new K-12 facility

G21

The school right now has enough space issues but adding more students won't help
Thought: Having enough room for all classrooms

T166

Thought: losing classroom space and programs

T168

We have great programs and extra curricular activity that might be lost so as to accommodate more
students without enlarging the footprint of the school
Thought: Adequate space and staffing for a new K-12 facility

T169

Ensuring the design takes into consideration all the programming needs that will be required. New
VC Suites for high school, music programming for elementary, Daily Physical Education, etc.
Thought: Lack of space for all involved, students & teachers.

T172

Since it is important for students to have their space to excel, my concern is this upgrade will just
squeeze the people together. If the upgrade accounts for expansion to allow primary students their
own gym, their own library space, etc., then this could work. Also, allowing upgrades to the original
areas of the elementary, Jr. & Sr. High areas will give all students a chance to experience something
"New" as well. Hopefully this expansion will allow upgrades to incorporate Air Conditioning &
adequate heating which will allow comfort for all, students & teachers.
Also, I hope the expansion will allow for the addition of green space for all ages for shelter in adverse
weather, cold & hot. And, it will add an uplifting look for the area.
Thought: Spacing

T174

Ensuring adequate classroom space for every class, as well as for their required resources.
Thought: The amount of room students will have.

T178

Thought: Will there be adequate sq. footage to house another 135 students from HPS?

T185

Will we need to add on to the 'footprint' in order to create enough classrooms for another 8-9 primary
classrooms.
Thought: Concerns regarding the facility upgrades.

T200

I am mildy concerned with things like very crowded hallways at all time, and the fact that there may
be an increase in bullying if the younger kids move to this school.
Thought: Lack of space for all the needs for the children.

T203

class room sharing, too many kids in one class at a time. My kids are from 2 very big grades in the
school and I am worried that their class number will become bigger to accommodate the extra grades
in the school.
Thought: Will the school be over crowded?
Will there be enough room for this many children/staff to work efficiently?
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Adequate space and staffing for a new K-12 facility

G21

Thought: Number of Classrooms

T205

I would like for there to be more than enough classrooms. Sizing that provides just enough does not
work well with scheduling ect. Fitting everyone and making it work with the various schedules,
especially at the highschool level has been a issue as it is. Pretty sure it is not going to get better with
less available classrooms. It is fine to say that "adequate" is good enough unless it is you as a
student who's future is being affected. The numbers of students in each Grade is always going to
fluctuate. When I graduated we were a group of 48. Before and after years were in the low 30's. Plan
for larger groups. When there are students ending up in closet spaces to take high school art classes
or two separate levels of social studies high school courses stuck into the same classroom at the
same time for lack of room. Adding more students without more class rooms is not an acceptable
possibility.
Thought: Adequate Space

T213

We heard many times that there would be no space added on, and were wondering why we would
not increase the space to accommodate appropriately all students, so they are not sardined in. We
all know that young children need space!
Thought: Space to accommodate kids

T216

Thought: I do not want to see classroom sizes dropped.

T218

By adding the additional primary school children, I do not want to see our children learning in smaller,
more cramped, classrooms as we try to fit eight more class rooms (plus music room, etc.) in the
existing school foot print.
Thought: Keep sizing of parts of the current facilities the same

T221

With the number of students currently in jcc, I would like to see gymnasiums kept the way they are.
Maybe the smaller gym could be used for the k-3 and 4-6.
Build on to the existing facility for the k-3, don't renovate jcc to house everyone
Thought: Classroom sizes, student movement

T238

Thought: If there will be adequate facilities for all students.

T246

Thought: Programming Space

T248

I am concerned about having enough space to deliver the programs students require to succeed. As
the service delivery model for Alberta Health Services has changed, many support programs are now
delivered to small groups of children (e.g., targeted speech group or printing group) rather than in a
one-on-one setting. As these groups can consist of students from various classes and or grades, I
worry if we will have a quiet space for these students to receive the benefits of these programs?
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bathrooms need to be accessible on quick notice
Thought: Bathrooms

G7
T5

For young ECS and primary students, bathrooms need to be accessible on quick notice, across the
hall or in ECS directly in the classroom.

Better heating system, air conditioning and air quality

G22

Thought: Heating system needs to be upgraded

T110

The heating system in the school is quite old and doesn't work properly, so some classrooms are
very cold, while others are too warm. The heating problem makes it hard to work, because if it's too
cold or to hot it's harder to think about what you are supposed to be doing.
Thought: Big concern is the heating has been inconsistent throughout the building

T147

leaving children very cold and unable to focus on the assignments. Is the heating system too old to
be maintained over the long haul.
Thought: some rooms are really cold and need upgrading of the heating

T190

Thought: Heating and windows in some rooms are not very good

T191

Thought: Also air conditioning and air quality

T224

Thought: Heating/cooling

T226

The heating system in the school is currently terrible. You never know if it will be too hot or too cold.
Students shouldn't have to shiver through classes or be so warm they feel like sleeping. Is AC a
possibility?
Thought: Windows

T227

The windows in JCC are really leaky. I would like to see more windows and better quality windows.
Also blinds like we have now that let the light in but not the heat are good but it would be nice to have
a second set that actually make the room dark as well.
Thought: the heating system

T235

The heating system has some problems. One room is boiling, the next freezing, and there is nothing
we can do about it. It's hard to think when you're too hot or cold.

Class disruptions during school year

G23

Thought: Working in a building that is going through a major modernization.

T103

I am worried how much the disruption will affect my students and my programs.
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(continued)

Class disruptions during school year

G23

Thought: Students in the building

T112

Upgrades will be done with students in the building, the utmost care and caution needs to be taken
so that the students do not suffer from disruptions to their education.
Thought: Distractions to Students

T115

New and different people in the school doing work could potentially be distracting to both students
and teachers.
Loud jobs can be distracting. It would be wise to do loud jobs before or after class time, or on
weekends.
Thought: I'm concerned about the noise

T117

The process of upgrading the facility could potentially be noisy and distracting.
Thought: Noise

T121

My concerns about it are that we will be working in a construction zone. The noise and the people will
be a distraction.
Thought: I'm worried about them affecting classes as they are now.

T122

Thought: Class disruptions during school year

T134

There will undoubtably have to be construction work done during the 10 months school is in session.
Can the large, noisy dusty portion be mostly done during the summer? Can the tendering process be
done to where jack hammers can start July 1 2014?
Thought: Classroom disruptions

T139

Construction noise and the sheer volume of equipment, workers and debris
Thought: Displacing current students

T140

What will the quality of the Education be during the construction phase? Where will students be
learning from- in a classroom undergoing construction? Next to a construction zone? Will their space
be conducive to learning? Will it be chaotic?
Thought: Stress of staff and students during this process?

T141

What will be done to minimize the stress of students and staff during the construction?
Thought: Disruption of classes while renovations are occurring.

T157

These renovations are obviously a big project and is going to take more than a summer to do. What
happens to classrooms while they are being renovated? Will students have to relocate to a building
that is not the school?
Thought: Disruption of class instruction
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Class disruptions during school year

G23

If the facility upgrade occurs during the school year, then there could be disruption of classes and
loss of use of some of the facilities.
Thought: Renovation Time

T177

Is the construction going to have a severely negative impact on classes for the next handful of years?
Thought: displacement of students during process

T197

Will students to moved to another facility?
Thought: Students will not have the proper teaching when changes are being made.

T206

Thought: I'm afraid that home economics will be temporarily shut down.

T208

I really enjoy home ec the cooking part at least and if your making changes we can't just cook on a
desk.. I think that it might be a pain in the butt if it is closed during school time
Thought: The disruption and displacement of the existing students and staff.

T210

Thought: Construction & Noise during School hours

T214

We are concerned about the time of day when school is taking place and the safety issues of
supplies and strangers around our children.
Thought: Second concern

T225

My second concern is that they just throw everyone in the school before they add on or change
things that's not going to be good if that happens.
Thought: The construction noise while students are in classes.

T232

Thought: Disruption of classes

T237

Is there going to be disruption of classes during construction? I would think it will be hard for the kids
to concentrate on their classes with the sounds of construction around them
Thought: Working in other areas while construction is going on.

T249

How well will we be able to work when we are sitting in a hallway for class while loud construction is
going on?

Classroom size and space for primary classrooms

G15

Thought: Making sure of adequate space for all students in classrooms.

T17

Thought: Classroom size for primary classrooms

T28

Primary classrooms come with a lot of stuff. To make students education hands on there are alot of
things needed.
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Classroom size and space for primary classrooms
Thought: areas to work out of ,class room sizes, congestion in hallways as well as

G15
T41

in drop off areas for students
Thought: I am concerned that they will make our space to small. K-3 needs space.

T42

Thought: Size off classrooms

T46

How many kids per teachers!
Aids!
Thought: Classroom sizes

T48

I understand that the students per square foot is feasible at JC Charyk to accommodate K-12 grades,
however I am concerned about the class sizes increasing to fit in the space. You are not trying to fit
more children in to existing classes but you are essentially trying to fit 8 more classes in to the school
(2 classes of each grade)
Thought: Classroom Sizes

T56

Make sure the classroom sizes are adequate for the amount of students in the class.
Thought: classroom size, etc

T60

-primary classrooms need a comfortable- sized classroom that encourages movement
-sink
-storage space (primary teachers have lots of "stuff")
-gym time
-washrooms need to be close to classrooms
-more than 1 boot room (155+ students cannot enter and leave through 1 door)
-library? What happens to all our books? Primary students still use/read books.
Thought: SIZE OF CLASSES.

T72

The current grade 1 class consists of 3 classes is there room at the JC Charyk to continue this
especially if the kindergarten class next year requires 3 classes as well. When theses kids are older
they likely can be combined into 2 classes but for the next number of years they should continue to
be in 3 classes unless class size decreases to at least 45. Up to grade 6 I would want them separate
Thought: SIZE OF CLASSROOMS

T76

The young the children the larger the classroom they need. These kids need a lot of materials and
storage space. Currently the 3rd Grade 1 class is crammed into a small room and I don't this that this
should be allowed on a regular basis. Kindergartens especially need extra room to move around.
Thought: Properly placed and adequate space for all needed classrooms and resources.

T79

Thought: I am concerned about lack of appropriate classroom space.

T99
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?

Continuation of the unique programs that the current primary school offers.

G12

Thought: Continuation of the unique programs that the current primary school offers.

T19

Thought: Gymnastics Club

T39

My concern is the Gymnastics Club won't have anywhere to keep their equipment once the Primary
school is torn down. Is JCC going to build somewhere where the Club can store their equipment and
still be able to use one of the gyms for practice? I would hate to see the Gymnastics Club fold. I
realize this isn't a school-based club but if the funds were raised would the school allow the
Gymnastics club to use the gym?
Thought: Concerned about losing options.

T62

I am worried if we are pressed for space that we will lose things such as phased time, cooking, art
etc;
Thought: Will there be space for elective classes and after school programs.

T63

Now that we will be using the school to its full capacity and yes there will be a addition onto the
school but will elective type classes suffer or will it be a struggle to Be able to get gym times for extra
curricular actives
Thought: WHAT ABOUT OTHER COMMUNITY PROGRAMS?

T75

Will clubs like gymnastics and soccer who currently use the primary school gym be allowed to have
their extracurricullar activities at the 'new' school and is there appropriate storage for their
equipment? Are you going to put in the special equipment that gymnastics requires to operate?
Thought: Extracurricular activities

T85

Clubs like the Hanna Gymnastics club, indoor soccer, etc. will they be allocated time in the
modernized facility
Thought: The quality of education

T101

Design for future needs as well as immediate needs
Thought: I am excited to see the School Board move forward with this project.

G3
T1

Thank you for thoughtfully considering the publics concerns. Please be sure to design for future
needs as well as immediate needs as this is a retrofit that will serve the community for many years.

Doing it right: planning properly and not rushing

G24

Thought: Will there be enough classrooms for growth.

T104
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Doing it right: planning properly and not rushing

G24

If there are no extra classrooms - we will be destined to have large class sizes if and when our
school population increases - which it is projected to do in the not so distant future.
Thought: Plans may be focused on what current ideas are and not focus in the future

T108

Many of the current staff will not remain in 5-10 years but their thoughts may be the most heard. The
education system is changing and needs to have influence from those who will be around to hear
these ideas. Rather than plan for what's happening right now it's necessary to think about where we
will be in 20 years and plan for where we want to be not where we are.
Thought: Poor Quality

T111

Understanding that there are time pressures, the preference is that the work done be quality work
creating a building that will serve the community for many years.
Thought: focus of upgrades

T120

I am concerned that there will be too much community focus on adding to what is already available,
rather than providing new opportunities for students
Thought: Rushing and limited space

T123

My concern is that it is not rushed and must be done right. I don't want to see the kids just "shoved
over there".
Thought: Pre planning the construction phase to minimize class disruption

T129

Parking and pick up/drop off is currently ridiculous need to plan this out
Thought: Use of upstairs wasted space.

T132

Currently there is wasted meeting room space on the second floor, by the library and the gym I think.
Is that space going to be used in the modernization?
Thought: That the modernization will just be enough to fit the primary school in.t

T144

Thought: Rushing through the process.

T158

I'm worried that the planning process will be rushed and there won't be enough time to thoroughly
think through long range plans. This is a huge project and we need to take the time to consider all the
possibilities before rushing into the design process.
Thought: keep in mind when doing the upgrade that it should last for 5- 10 years not

T180

a quick fix for now
Thought: That it won't be enough.

T184

Thought: I don't want to see the school stay too trapped in old-style architecture.

T198
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Doing it right: planning properly and not rushing

G24

I would really like to see the design take on a modern twist. There are many great ideas floating
around and I think it is time for Hanna to really break out of the mold, and do something innovative
and exciting while they have the opportunity.
Thought: Sustainability

T211

would there be a guarantee of staff in place to utilize the new facility; would there be funds available
in the future if upgrades would be required
Thought: A solarium would be a welcome addition

T217

Thought: Doing it right

T219

I think the amalgamation of the 2 schools can be a great thing if it is done right. As long as there is
careful thought and planning inthis process-which it appears is happening- a K-12 school will be a
great thing.
Thought: The planning process is happening much too quickly.

T241

Since we are being given the opportunity to do this modernization/amalgamation with Hanna Primary
School, the time must be taken to do it RIGHT. Students, teacher and staff must live with the results
of these plans for a significantly long time. No good comes from rushing through the process.
Thought: Danger of getting caught up in what already exists/how things used to be

T243

Let's think outside the box and really make the modernization of JCC up to date and relevant to what
the students need!! We can't get caught up in "how it's always been has been good enough".
Thought: Trying to do to much with to little -

T244

infrastructure not engineered for grade school-don't want to see a closet turned into a bathroom -

Don't lose focus on the needs of the students

G25

Thought: In this process programs need to be the most important topic

T171

Numerous programs have been discontinued in the last 15 years in the school. Focus needs to be on
the students and what they want to learn. If we can engage them in their interests learning everything
else will be easier.
Thought: Don't lose focus on the needs of the students

T187

With so many involved in this project, it may become easy to get distracted by square footage, sizes
of rooms, etc. when we really need to focus on what is required to provide the best possible
education for our students.
Thought: I am concerned about the renovations being done in the 2 most important
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Don't lose focus on the needs of the students

G25

years of my high school education.

Enough classrooms for all the kids
Thought: We need more classrooms than are currently available.

G13
T26

We need enough classrooms. There are currently not enough classrooms over there if HPS were to
move over today. Currently, there are three first grade classes and music is on the stage. Both gyms
will be utilized fully so having music on the stage should not be an option. Are you considering what
will happen in 10 years time when you have harder choices to make when other communities may
need to bring their students to Hanna. Are you making enough classrooms to accommodate the
future?
Thought: Enough classrooms for all the kids. Keeping them to 20 students or under.

T53

Exposure to inappropriate behavior

G14

Thought: Exposure to inappropriate behavior

T14

For example, fighting, swearing, kissing
Thought: Separating the younger children from older children.

T23

The more mature students often speak inappropriately about mature subjects. Care need to be taken
that the younger students are not exposed to these conversations.
Thought: Safety of the younger children

T33

We are concerned for the physical and emotional security of the younger children if they are forced to
mingle with the older students in the school.
Thought: influence of older kids on the little ones

T44

I am concerned that with the intergration of the two schools the younger children will have negative
influences from the behavior of the older kids. Along with this is the concern that things like drugs,
smoking, and sex will be introduced at a younger age.
Thought: If this is part of the move of the elementary school into the High
School, my concern is that young children will be subjected to the attitudes and issues of the older
crowds. Possible bully'ing, over crowding as more children are coming into an age of schooling, etc.
This is not the right way to go with our youth and throw them into some sort of multi age melting pot.
Keep the Primary School separate from the High School!
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Exposure to inappropriate behavior

G14

Thought: Older children picking on the young ones, to many children in one place

T57

Thought: HOW ARE WE GOING TO MAINTAIN THAT THIS IS AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ATTITUDE

T73

Is there a way that that grade 7 or 8 and up have limited contacted with the younger children. A lot of
the high school students are great but there are a few that forget that they need to respect that young
children are around that they they don't need to be exposed to cerain topics and in some cases even
bullying. Therefore, it needs to be upto the staff when the high school students have access to the
primary students and not at the students free will as that is when the negative aspects of having a
combined school will come out.
Thought: Will we maintain separation between elementary and high school?

T78

Will unsupervised elementary and high school mingling be allowed???? Not really comfortable with
Jr High and Sr High students mingling unsupervised with elementary children in washrooms, locker
rooms, corridors, etc.
Thought: Interaction between younger and older children.

T83

This concerns us because we feel younger children will be unnecessarily exposed to behaviors of
older children that are inappropriate for children much younger. We feel the younger children will
absolutely copy these behaviors. We still strongly believe that there should be separation between
the different levels of maturity. With the facility upgrades we would like to see a means of limiting the
interaction between older and younger children.
Thought: Younger students being exposed to behaviour/language of older children

T86

Clear separation of students
Thought: Separated space

T98

It is important the students have separation so the younger students are not exposed to more mature
behaviours

Gym space and timetabling, gym equipment upgrades.

G26

Thought: Not enough gym space for the number of classes

T106

My child already shares their gym class with other classes so adding more classes to the same gym
spaces sounds like it will be even worse
Thought: Is there going to be 3 gyms?
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Gym space and timetabling, gym equipment upgrades.

G26

Gym time is already shared right now.I hope they dont have to share gym time with other grades.
EG. My Gr5 year old son shared gym class with GR 8's. Which is fine. HOWEVER THEY WERE IN
THE CHANGE ROOM AT THE SAME TIME AS THE GRADE 8'S UNSUPERVISED. They should
not be sharing the change room at the same time. The grade 5's learned a lot of bad stuff from the
grade 8's.
Thought: Not losing 2 gyms.

T131

Having 2 gyms allows sports ( Basketball usually) tournaments to be hosted here. Adding 3 grades of
school will also be a burden.
Thought: North Gym

T135

I don't want the North Gym to get smaller I like the size of it now
Thought: Lack of gymnasium space.

T136

Currently, there are two gyms at JC Charyk. One of these can be separated with a vinyl divider which
some believe creates two gyms. It does not.
When adding the additional K - 3 student body, the already lack of space will become even more
pronounced.
An additional activity area is required so that all students have access to a proper learning
environment.
In addition, if reconstruction is done to the black gym, the divider must be a soundproof one, rather
than what exists now, in order to allow two classes to function separately.
Thought: Will there be enough gym space and after school availability?

T161

There are many after school activities that occur at both schools in the gym. In the future will there be
enough space and time for all of them if we lose one gym? Centennial Place was not built to be used
as an extra "school" gym and should not be treated as such. Gymnastics, Indoor Soccer, Little
League Basketball and extra curricular sports such as Volleyball, Basketball and Badminton will all
need to have access to gym space. Is that going to be possible with only 2 gyms?
Thought: Will 2 gyms be enough? Are we able to build another?

T162

Will all students still have the opportunity for daily physical activity? Is there room to build a third gym
that is smaller and used as an extra space for phys ed? It wouldn't have to have seating for spectator
sports.
Thought: Not enough gym space

T167

Thought: Gym time each day

T179

Thought: Gymnasium availability for Daily Physical Education

T182
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Gym space and timetabling, gym equipment upgrades.

G26

By bringing more kids into the school, I am concerned that we will lose on Daily PE. Having a PE
class in a classroom just doesn't work. It would be taught by well meaning teachers who have not
bee trained in the area of teaching physical education.
Thought: Size of the small gym (south) currently in JCC.

T183

If you add a curtain to the gold (south) gym it will make the teaching space to small for kids to be
active safely. The build of another small auxiliary gym and keeping the 2 existing gym would be an
ideal thing.
Thought: Gym space and timetabling.

T186

I know most schools have only one gym, but I want to make sure the students still get enough
physical education.
Thought: Gym

T188

Having hear my kids at JC talk about sharing the gym especially during the winter months I think this
is something that should be looked into because it is very important that the little guys coming to the
school get plenty of time to run, jump and play. I worry that if space isn't available for the little ones
they will be forced to give up this time especially if the older grades have sports tournaments going
on.
Thought: old gym equitment room NEEDS upgrading

T193

Thought: new equitment for the gyms

T194

Thought: Upgrade old gym equipment room

T196

Thought: Gymnasium

T202

I heard that it is possible that multiple classes will be sharing the gymnasiums for their Phy-Ed
classes. If this is the case, many students won't enjoy gym as much having a bunch of younger or
older kids in their way. Splitting the gymnasiums in a option but that leaves less space for each class.
Thought: Physical Activity

T207

As much as I wish we were all healthier and more active in our private lives, it is just not the case in
most families. Time and space needs to be made in our school for this. The schools in a rural
community need to be very active in this area as there is just less options available to us rural people
in our communities. Please insure to include plans allowing for the needs of physical activity.
Thought: Gym space is a concern.

T212

I would hate for our children to not have physical education every day because of lack of gym space.
This generation of students need physical education to balance out their inactivity at home
Thought: Health area
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Gym space and timetabling, gym equipment upgrades.

G26

It would be great to have a fitness area that kids could access with weights and treadmill equipment.
The biggest challenge here is to provide supervision but I think it would be great if kids could have
access from 8-430.
Thought: Sports equipment is old and in need of upgrade

T233

Much of the sports equipment is old and worn, particularly in the south gym. The storage room in the
south gym is also poorly lit and organized.
Thought: Weight room

T234

Most of the equipment in the weight room is old and damaged in some way. New equipment would
be greatly appreciated.
Thought: Weight room

T239

New weights the ones we have are old an falling apart, a larger area for the weights, a mirror, and a
larger variety
Thought: Gym Space

T247

I am concerned about adequate gym space. Between the two schools, there are 3 gyms. The 2 gyms
at JCC are used regularly. To ensure we are meeting the outcomes of Daily Phys. Ed., it is essential
for us to have enough gyms. Holding multiple classes in one gym is not ideal as the noise levels are
intense!
Thought: Prefer to maintain both gyms.

T251

We need to maintain an active and healthy lifestyle for students and staff.

how are you going to control traffic on the east and west side
Thought: traffic

G10
T12

how are you going to control traffic on the east and west side. what will it do the neighborhoods

I am concerned that there be adequate classroom space to accommodate the
increase in students
Thought: I am concerned that there be adequate classroom space to accommodate the
increase in students
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
Keeping students with age appropriate peers

G27

Thought: Easing concerns of the children and of the parents in the K-3 grades.

T126

That the facility provides clear separations between the grades K-6, jr. high, and high school. (more
so between the younger grades and the high schoolers. This does not mean that the high school or
jr. high students cannot become "learning partners" with the younger grades. It means that the high
school students will not normally be required to walk through the primary student area to get to their
classes.
Thought: Student association

T138

I have seen from the suggested floor plans that the primary grades (K-3) are located by the shop
which is and will be used by jr. and high school students (9-12). I've been told that students of the
lower grades will have little to no association with the higher grades but how can this not happen
when the only access to these classrooms are the same hallway. This is very intimidating for the
primary students.
Thought: That the younger grades should be kept separate from the older grades.

T142

Children are easily influenced by what they see and hear therefore, I believe that kindergarden,
elementary, junior high and high school (especially K-3) should be kept separate from each other
inside and outside the school.
Thought: Separation of the lower grades from the upper grades.

T155

Thought: The younger grades

T164

As the younger elementary students come over they are intruduces to an area that can be shocking
and scary with a lot of older students being around. As well some of these older students don't know
how to be appropriate with their language and actions.
Thought: Segregation

T175

Can we section the elementary and secondary students to mitigate some of the issues from their
interactions?
Thought: Keeping students with age appropriate peers

T181

Since we will have students from ECS - grade 12 I do have concerns with younger student being
exposed to inappropriate language and behaviors from older students, and this needs to be
addressed to protect the younger students.
Thought: Language

T189

Even though I have older and younger children it does concern me about some of the language the
younger children will hear in the halls from the older groups. It has been nice having the primary
school bubble to keep my little ones ears clear. Although I know he knows these words it nice that I
don't have to worry about him hearing them daily and repeating them to his friends on the
playground.
Thought: Separation of children
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Keeping students with age appropriate peers

G27

Will the high school kids and younger children be separated and have their own spaces?
Thought: First thought -

T215

If the smaller children are going to be seperate from the older ones I don't think they should be able
to have the same entrance or be in the same area. I hope they do have different places.
Thought: Separation of the youngest from the oldest

T220

I believe that the k-3 should be kept away from the older kids in the school. The language that is
being used by the "young adults" everywhere we go is inappropriate to subject the youngsters to. I
would also agree that 4-6 should also have a certain amount of segregation as well.
Thought: Positioning of primary grade classrooms

T222

The one plan I saw had the primary classrooms on the south end of the school- this seems to be a
long way from the playground and field. Other than that I don't believe that classroom positioning in
the school will affect instruction as long as primary grades are kept near one another.
Thought: Ages and Stages for Learning

T229

I think the biggest thing to keep in mind is that the stages of all children should be considered and
that to some extent a wing or level system should be considered. Mental health is just as important
and learning and teenagers going through puberty should not be around the younger kids.
Thought: I am concerned about having children from K-12 in one school

T230

Hopefully the school will be able to house all and will respect that k-4 should be far from 5-12
Thought: Space for the number of children now and in the future. A concern that the

T236

kindergarten children will be with the older kids.
Thought: separate areas for students,bigger bathrooms,upgraded library,foyer

T240

K-6 students should be on their own wing so there is little interaction with the older kids.They should
have a separate entry into the school and separate washrooms.A foyer with skylights and eating or
relaxing area should be built for the junior/highschool students.Parking for the parents who come to
functions in the school needs to be expanded as well as the pick up drop off zone needs to be
improved!!!The student parking lot should be paved.The south gym needs bleachers just like the
north gym and the lighting needs to be improved.The change rooms need lockers and upgrading.The
security in the school needs to be improved.Once classes begin,only one door should remain open to
the public and whoever enters should have to sign in by going through office doors.
Thought: highschool aged students mixed in with elementary grade aged childrenThere was a reason to keep schools aged appropriate - uncontrolled influences on impressionable
minds - separate entrances won't address this - as proven when this high school amalgamated with
the junior high school
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?

Making sure technology is reliable, relevant and accessible

G28

Thought: Focus on optimal techno focal capabilities. Elimination of outdated

T109

As 21st century learners, there needs to be a focus on modernizing the internal technologies. There
should be state of the art equipment built into the floors and walls of the new school ie. multiple
accesses to plug ins, surround sound into each classroom, no external wires connected, etc
Thought: Wi Fi internet access. Computer usage.

T133

Will Wi Fi work better? Can it be filtered and controlled properly? The 21st century school will not
need a computer lab, but will need printers and data storage.
Thought: The school has a computer lab which would benefit our students more with an

T146

instructor or IT person whom can assist them to utilize the equipment to its full capacity as it had
been an upgrade which is not used to its potential. An opportunity to offer media development
perhaps introduce a FM radio station which is developed by students
Thought: Making sure technology is reliable and relevant.

T149

As technology is always changing and is so expensive to fix/maintain, I feel it is very important to
equip facility with I.T. solutions that work and that are relevant for today and future use. Having the
availability to upgrade easily. Keeping in mind: Can it be moved easily if required or utilized by more
than one class (shared) to reduce expenses? Workstations/classrooms have access to charge
electronic devices and fast internet.
Thought: Technology to replace text books?

T151

Will class text books be available online instead of paper? My understanding is this is available and
is cheaper than the outdated paper text books.
Thought: that all students have equal access to new technology.

T173

Thought: Equipment

T176

Can we get newer equipment for some of the classes that otherwise can't afford them?
Thought: Upgrade the intercome system

T192

Thought: Upgrade intercom system

T195

Thought: We should have better Computers.

T201

We should have better computers because sometimes when you are working, you barely hit the
computer, and the computers turn off, and your work is gone.
Thought: Small classes, addition of gym, smart boards in all the classrooms, full
suz
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
Money is used towards bettering the school and not just for aesthetics.

G29

Thought: That there might be an unnecessary change.

T118

examples being something like a security system upgrade (I personally think the one we have now is
fine)
Thought: Money is used towards bettering the school and not just for aesthetics.

T127

There is nothing wrong with adding a little architectural or design aesthetics, but that can be done
with any money that is "left over" after the essential upgrades have been planned for.
Thought: Really think about placement and necessities.

T145

On that note, since the remodeling is going to take place, please take the time to consider that it
does not need all of the bells and whistles of a so called modern city school. I don't think that the
school board should just take the money and make it look pretty, it should actually benefit thee
students. I know how much money is being put into the renovations and I think that key elements
such as bathrooms, the concession and the student parking lot should be addressed. The bathrooms
are disgusting, and that is not because of our current janitorial.
Thought: Building does not need to be fancy.

T148

Would like to see the building efficient, easy to clean and maintain. I would rather have money spent
on simple, tried & tested instead of complicated, new and unknown.
Thought: Do not want to see electronic signs, fireplaces or other such items.

T150

I believe funds should be spent on items directly related to teaching and learning and not wasted on
frills.
Thought: spending money on things that do not need fixing right now

T231

I understand we are going to be accommodating around 100 new students. Very young students who
should be the first priority of what happens in the school. Every effort should be made to give them
the very best education. Not just where they are educated but how it is done.

Need for a playground suitable for K-3

G16

Thought: Playground Equipment/outdoor space

T22

We need to remember the importance of the outdoor spaces as well as the indoor space.
Thought: A SHELTERED PLAYGROUND

T27

One of the greatest loses for HPS students will be their playground. The playground could be located
to the south where the bus loop is or to the west where student parking is. This would allow for the
students to be sheltered from the wind. This would also be a little smaller and easier to put a fence
around for safety purposes.
Thought: Need for a playground suitable for K-3
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Need for a playground suitable for K-3
Thought: Playground

G16
T36

I think the kids need a playground, either the existing one moved or fundraise for a new one.
Thought: Playground

T64

Needing a new playground for the kids that is close to the school for bathroom breaks and is
sheltered from wind.
Thought: PLAYGROUND

T77

Where the current playground is located isn't really all that great of a location. The wind comes from
the North West so it woudl be nice to put it on the south east corner of the school to give it some
protection from the winds especially in the winter. this is where the current pick up location is. And
add a playground that more appropriate for young children with a fence around it.
Thought: Playground

T88

There needs to be age appropriate playground equipment, and enough of it for the students. It is
important that it is blocked from the north and west winds.
Thought: Play ground space

T95

With the addition of all the students in the primary school, I am concerned that there will not be
enough space for the different grades to play or have a break. There seems to be very little
playground equipment and nothing suitable for the smaller kids. Hopefully this will be looked at
before the kids move over.

No cuts to staff

G6

Thought: Job Stability

T6

No cuts to staff, they did not ask for this merge, therefore they should not suffer potential job cuts.

Parking and pickup/dropoff at the new facility.
Thought: Traffic

G17
T18

Is there adequate parking for parents picking up children without interfering with residential areas
Thought: Parking for drop off and pick up need to be improved.

T24

The pick up and drop off loop at JCC is poorly designed, making picking up children frustrating and
dangerous even for the older childern. Huge improvements need to be made.
Thought: Drop off and pick up
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Parking and pickup/dropoff at the new facility.

G17

My concern is the congestion at drop off and pick up. Right now at the primary school it is packed
during those times and hard to find a place to,pick up or drop off your child. I cant imagine doing it
with more grades!
Thought: Traffic in the area

T34

It is already difficult to find parking when picking up children at the school. The safety of children
walking is already a problem with the amount of traffic.
Thought: Safety

T37

My concern with having all the students together in one school and having all the parents come at
the same time to pick up kids is going to lead to chaos. As the school is now there won't be enough
parking space (parking lots or along the street) for parents to park to pick their kids up. People will be
in a hurry and my concern is someone is going to get hurt, more so the little kids who aren't paying
attention to all the cars and people going in every direction. This may be solved by having staggered
dismissal times for different grades.
Thought: areas to work out of ,class room sizes, congestion in hallways as well as

T41

in drop off areas for students
Thought: Parking

T50

After school is a busy time for traffic at both schools right now with parents/caregivers picking up
children. I would be concerned of where all of these vehicles are to park.
Thought: Parking

T54

Make sure that there is enough parking and the flow of traffic is well thought out.
Thought: I would like to see younger children have own drop off and pick jp

T61

Thought: HOW IS PARKING GOING TO BE HANDLED

T74

There is already a shortage of parking to add in another block of vehciles especially when there are
school events going on that would concern the whole school, and even pickup of students after
school traffic will be congested. Have you discussed with this the town and how are you working
together to fix this before the problem becomes worse
Thought: Parking

T82

The nature of the existing parking and pick up/drop off areas limits the number of users to the point of
making this exercise practically impossible. What is going to be done to improve these areas?
Thought: Safety of students due to increased traffic

T87

Increased traffic including students and parents, younger kids need to be safe
Thought: Safe pick up and drop off area
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Parking and pickup/dropoff at the new facility.

G17

We need to make sure that the flow of traffic works and that students are able to safely get from their
buses, or cars and into the school.
Thought: The pick up and drop off area for the students and parking

T91

I see how it is now at the Hanna Primary School for pick up and drop off and at the end of the day it
is chaos. Parents park where ever they can. I can just imagine how adding another 150 students to
J.C.C. is just going to be worse for parking for assemblies, concerts, picking your child up or
dropping them off every day. People are always in a rush and I just want the safety of the students to
be considered when they decide where the drop off and pick up points will be. With student extra
curricular activities starting right at 3:30 p.m. everyone is there to get their child at the same time. So
please consider how and where you will work out the pick up/drop off. Currently parking at J.C.C. for
some events is very limited (example grad, dance festival, etc). They need to look at making a bigger
parent parking lot for designated parking (and not just on the street). The staff parking lot will also
need to be expanded for the extra staff.
Thought: Parking

T93

As it is now, there seems to be very little space for pick up and drop off at J.C. Charyk. I am
concerned about all the extra children walking, playing etc. and the large number of parents, students
and buses that will driving in and out of the school area.
Thought: Parking and pickup/dropoff at the new facility.

T97

Please be sure that shared spaces are adequate.

G2

Thought: Please be sure that shared spaces are adequate.

T2

I refer to library, gyms and washrooms. I trust these areas will be able to accommodate all grades
and sizes of children.

Separate areas for different ages/grades

G1

Thought: Building needs to be set up to divide elementary and jr/sr high students

T3

Thought: Separate areas for different ages/grades

T9

I think it is important that the different grades be set up in somewhat separate wings of the school.
Important for young children in Kindergarten/Grade 1 to not have to be overwhelmed by navigating
large complicated school.
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
Separate bathrooms and change rooms

G19

Thought: Separate bathrooms and change rooms

T67

The first line speaks for itself.
Thought: Washroom areas

T96

Will there be separate washroom areas for the smaller kids? I am concerned that they will be
mingling with the older kids when using the washroom!!

Separate playground areas for the different ages
Thought: Playground areas

G18
T51

I would like to see separate playground areas/designated outside areas for the different ages. For the
junior high & high school kids as much as the elementary kids. I don't want to see the high school
kids with no place they can go while on their breaks.

Separation between primary and secondary grades.

G20

Thought: The safety for the K-3 in the entry, exit, and playground.

T15

Feel it's important to ensure a distance for this age group from the proximity of the high school and
the students vehicles.
Thought: Appropriate segregation

T30

I need to ensure that my young children will be able to act like children and not be forced to adjust to
a facility and situation designed for an age group that is much higher
Thought: Safety

T35

I think the elementary kids need to be separated from older kids, i.e. separate locked doors, separate
bathrooms, lunchrooms, playgrounds.
Thought: Segregation

T40

I would like to see some segregation for the younger grades, at least up to grade 3 (just like the
Primary school). They are vulnerable & easily impressionable this young and I don't think they need
to see/hear the ongoings of the older students.
Thought: Keep elementary separate from the older students.

T43

Thought: Division of areas

T45
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Separation between primary and secondary grades.

G20

I would be very concerned if there were not division of areas between the age groups. What is age
appropriate interaction, play & learning for a K-3 child is very different from a grade 6-7 or a grade
9-10 child. I would hope that these areas are separated and if there are times where age groups are
co-mingling at certain times of the day, I would expect a high level of supervision. Interactions
between younger and older children can be very beneficial for both groups if it is done right.
Thought: Separation of high school students from elementary students

T49

I would be concerned of properly separating the students to make it seem as though they are in their
own school. Very distinct areas.
Thought: Segregation

T55

Make sure that the younger students are in their own wing to decrease bullying.
Thought: Physical separation of age groups; meaning washroom facilities, school

T58

entrance, classroom locations, computer labs etc. This would include physical access controls that
would prevent mixing of older students.
Thought: Administrative separation of age groups; meaning recess times, controlled

T59

access both to and from any common areas.
Thought: Separation between primary and secondary grades.

T65

There needs to be a physical ability to separate the primary grades so integration can be controlled
and planned (don't want the primary students having high school students walking through while they
are at their lockers). But do want to be able to have high school come over and help primary with
reading for example.
This separation will also allow the high school students to put information/posters/art on the walls
without strict sensor ing for younger grades.
Thought: Overlapping of younger and older students.

T66

I have been to other K-12 schools where the k-6 were very separate from the junior high and the
junior high was very separate from the senior high. Meaning they would have separate entrance
doors and hardly if ever pass each other in a hallway. I would especially like to see this for the K-6.
Thought: Separation of Entrances between primary and secondary.

T68

There needs to be enough entrances to keep order and separation.
Concerned that smoking area (unofficial) isn't near a pathway that elementary would travel into the
school or to the playground.
Thought: Neutral zones

T69

Things like the home ec. room...even now it is very close to the grade 4 and 5 class rooms. For
rooms like this , they may be used by multiple grades, they need to be in areas that will not overlap
with the younger grades.
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

Separation between primary and secondary grades.
Thought: Keeping the younger children separate from the older children.

G20
T70

I would like to see the K to 3 a separate school within the big school.
Thought: Grade/age segregation

T80

We don't want the behaviour of the "more mature" students affecting the younger students.
Thought: Student safety

T81

There should be separate entrances for the older kids and the younger kids. The younger kids take
longer to come in and many of them sit on the floor to put on/take off footwear. They could be
trampled by older, aloof children.
Thought: Safety of younger students

T90

We need to have clear separation between older kids and younger kids and to not allow older kids to
have access to younger kids except under close suppervision
Thought: The kids need to be segregated (elementary versus Jr. and Sr. high)

T92

I feel it is very important to keep the students separate, elementary versus Jr and Sr. high. I feel the
K-3 students should be in a wing on their own, where after they leave the door is shut and the older
kids do not have access to their area. They need to have right sized water fountains, and small
bathrooms, for them. Their is a huge size difference from a ECS student to a grade 4 or 7. So keep
things small for the K-3 kids. Have the 4-6 in their own wing of the school, same for Jr. High and Sr.
High. Then you can bring the K-6 kids together for assemblies. In the old elementary school it was
K-6 and the K-3 were on one side and then down the long hallway was the 4-6. We all gathered in
the gym for assemblies, concerts, etc. It was exciting as the older you got the further back you got to
sit in the gym. Things like that are importance for the elementary students. Keep it separate, so they
still feel like they are a primary/elementary school, keep things small !!!
Thought: That there will not be a proper separation of elementary (K-6) from junior

T94

high/high school (7-12).
Thought: Keeping the children separated.

T100

That all the grades (K - 12) will be considered.

G30

Thought: That all the grades (K - 12) will be considered.

T125

Not only will high school children require room for their optional classes, but grades K-3 will require
classroom sizes that reflect the hands-on learning that goes on.
Thought: Allowing senior high students to own space
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What are some things you are concerned about regarding the facility upgrades?
(continued)

That all the grades (K - 12) will be considered.

G30

Both parents and kids don't want the young and old students to be together, and as a high school
student, I would rather not have any young kids near the areas in which I do my work and enjoy my
few minutes of downtime between classes
Thought: I want to see the high school students get equal opportunity as elementary.

T199

I know there will be a lot of considerations towards the implementation of design in regards to the
younger students, as there needs to be. But I hope that the high school students will also get to see
some innovation and have some chances to see some 'cool' things in their school that are
implemented solely for them. The school needs to be created in an innovative manner for K-12, not
just K-6.
Thought: Must be equal emphasis on what is good/workable for ALL students/grades

T242

It would be very easy for different stakeholders to get caught up in "fighting" for their own vision or
wants. Leadership in this process must make very certain that everyone keeps their eye on the big
picture, and on how to make this the best possible modernization for all students.

Will there be enough space for all students?
Thought: Will there be enough space for all students?

G8
T8

Concerned about space for classrooms.
How will gym and library use be managed? Will these facilities need to be expanded/2nd library or
3rd gym be constructed?
Will there be space and opportunites to give all students opportunity to access specialized
classrooms? (Science lab, home ec kitchen, shop, etc)
Thought: lack of room

T11

how are you going to cram all the extra bodies in
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Started: 26 Feb 2014 Ended: 4 Apr 2014
Priorities Summary
Overall rating - total number of stars assigned to that group of thoughts
Participant count - the number of people that assigned stars to that group of thoughts
Average rating - the average number of stars that was given to that group of thoughts. The overall rating divided by
the participant count. Average Rating can indicate a small number of people are passionate about a particular subject.
You will often see a group of thoughts with a higher average rating than a group higher in the list. This can indicate that
the people that did add stars to that group felt it was very important.
overall rating

participant count average rating

A technically advanced modern facility

18

1

18.00

Added chances for more courses available to
all students.

13

1

13.00

Interaction will all age groups of children

12

1

12.00

Mentorship programs for Jr/Sr high students
with elementary students

11

1

11.00

Integration of all ages of students

10

1

10.00

Shared Learning Environments

10

1

10.00

An area designated for mental health and
wellness for staff and students

8

1

8.00

That a sense of community could be fostered
among the entire student

8

1

8.00

Modernizing classrooms with technology

7

1

7.00

Ability to create opportunity to improve
educational experience for all.

6

1

6.00

A new modern facility for all.

6

1

6.00

Building an efficient and cost effective facility.

6

1

6.00

Opportunity for a drama/music room, and
theatre.

6

1

6.00

To develop a school community that is
supportive and encouraging.

6

1

6.00

A new building offers new learning
opportunities and options

5

1

5.00

A state of the art facility for students and staff.

5

1

5.00

Collaboration and consistency in
programming

5

1

5.00

Create comfortable areas for students to work
or meet

5

1

5.00
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overall rating

participant count average rating

Having more modern technologies and
updated equipment in the school.

5

1

5.00

Mentoring of younger students by older
students

5

1

5.00

Opportunity to improve overall school design

5

1

5.00

Space designed by teachers and staff

5

1

5.00

Upgraded building

5

1

5.00

Up to date technology

5

1

5.00

Mentoring Opportunities

4

1

4.00

More Options

4

1

4.00

Opportunity for work experience with younger
aged students

4

1

4.00

Utilization of specialists for a higher level of
instruction

4

1

4.00

We see limited benefits in upgrading this
facility.

4

1

4.00

Cost savings

3

1

3.00
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Theme report
What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?

Child count

Total stars

Total participants

0

61

8

Interaction will all age groups of children

12

1

Mentorship programs for Jr/Sr high students with elementary students

11

1

Integration of all ages of students

10

1

Shared Learning Environments

10

1

Collaboration and consistency in programming

5

1

Mentoring of younger students by older students

5

1

Mentoring Opportunities

4

1

Opportunity for work experience with younger aged students

4

1

35

4

18

1

Modernizing classrooms with technology

7

1

Having more modern technologies and updated equipment in the school.

5

1

Up to date technology

5

1

28

4

13

1

Opportunity for a drama/music room, and theatre.

6

1

A new building offers new learning opportunities and options

5

1

More Options

4

1

27

5

A new modern facility for all.

6

1

Building an efficient and cost effective facility.

6

1

A state of the art facility for students and staff.

5

1

Opportunity to improve overall school design

5

1

Upgraded building

5

1

14

2

That a sense of community could be fostered among the entire student

8

1

To develop a school community that is supportive and encouraging.

6

1

10

2

Ability to create opportunity to improve educational experience for all.

6

1

Utilization of specialists for a higher level of instruction

4

1

Inter-grade interaction, separation, coordination

Access to technological advances

0

A technically advanced modern facility

Expanded curriculum, arts, and physical education

0

Added chances for more courses available to all students.

x Space to accommodate student needs / logistics

Welcoming atmosphere, sense of belonging, safety

Quality education - expanded teaching methods
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Improved learning spaces and resources

0

10

2

Create comfortable areas for students to work or meet

5

1

Space designed by teachers and staff

5

1

8

1

8

1

4

1

4

1

3

1

3

1

200

30

Mental health and wellness access

0

An area designated for mental health and wellness for staff and students
Unassigned groups

0

We see limited benefits in upgrading this facility.
x Plan for both immediate and future needs

0

Cost savings
Grand Total
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?

Ability to create opportunity to improve educational experience for all.

G11

Thought: Ability to create opportunity to improve educational experience for all.

T32

Thought: Teachers/students that have special talents/skills being able to share them

T39

Teachers are no longer restricted to their school as far as volunteering for special projects. Parents
do not have to split their time/talents between two schools

Added chances for more courses available to all students.
Thought: Added chances for more coarses available to all students.

G10
T11

If these students are moved then so should be all the teachers so as to keep as many hours of
teaching available to the junior classes.

An area designated for mental health and wellness for staff and students
Thought: An area designated for mental health and wellness for staff and students

A new building offers new learning opportunities and options
Thought: Focus shifts to a new learning style with new style of school

G4
T4

G21
T50

The education system is slightly outdated in its rigid approach. This is an optimal time to open up
classrooms and allow for collaborative experiences between classes and teachers. Rather than each
classroom being shut off from others it should be a transparent representation of how we want
society to be modeled.
Thought: Excellent facility

T52

This is an opportunity for the school in Hanna to be an excellent school offering students everything
they need to learn in their own way as well as great options that are not currently available.
Thought: The school will have more rooms to have different events/classes.

T53

Thought: New Options for Students

T54

New spaces and upgrades will allow for new academic and athletic opportunities.
Thought: benefits to community and students
An upgrade to a modern school will provide better learning opportunities for students, hopefully in a
broader range of subjects. Having a modern, progressive school adds to our community by drawing
new residents to our town
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?
(continued)

A new building offers new learning opportunities and options
Thought: New choices

G21
T60

We will have new facilities and new choices and options for students.
Thought: Get some money to upgrade Industrial Arts, Fine Arts capabilities.

T63

If this is approached correctly, money can be allocated to put some Fine Arts, performing arts,
industrial arts facilities is place for the school and community.
Thought: Provide an environment 2nd to none.

T66

The fact that Hanna is a small community should not mean that our students do not have access to
the best education possible. An upgrade to the facility might allow for better options to be offered to
the students of Hanna rather than just the basic academic courses.
Thought: More focus on art

T67

the school could have plays.
Thought: Opportunity

T77

I think that you have opened up the best thing that could happen to J.C.C. The school is dated. There
are heating issues in the winter, no air conditioning in the summer. The piping is old and very noisy,
quiet distracting actually. The lack of music and drama classes miss a wonderful opportunity to teach
students in a way that fits them. I think a lot of the school could be saved though and I'm curious as
to where equipment and large furniture will go.
Thought: There is no existing fine arts program in place.

T81

Numerous students are amazing actors but do not have an opportunity to explore their capabilities
within school. An auditorium is necessary.
Thought: A new building offers new learning opportunities

T82

With new technology, students will be able to learn in new ways, but along with this the teachers
can't be stuck in the past, and must be dedicated to put in the time and effort to make these changes
effective.
Thought: Improved learning opportunities!

T87

As with any upgrade, it is hoped that opportunities for student learning and activities increase
improve with the upgrades.
Thought: Opportunity to add a music room & expand the shop area to provide more than

T89

what is available currently.
Thought: More class options

T91

Drama, music, dance, hockey, maybe we could become a composite school to offer more to our
students.
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?
(continued)

A new building offers new learning opportunities and options
Thought: that our young people will graduate with the knowledge of whats expected of

G21
T92

them in the work force of the future
Thought: Hopefully they will be able to offer more academically

T103

Thought: Students will have a better opportunity to have more options and a more

T105

comfortable place to work.
Thought: More options for students

T107

Teachers will be able to utilize all talents and provide more options to schools. i.e. drama, music
Thought: More opportunity for students and work experience

T109

Thought: Upgrades are beneficial to all the students

T115

The money should be spent wisely and the present student body and future opportunities need to be
considered as well as the use of technology in the school.

A new modern facility for all.

G23

Thought: Modern Facility with upgrades to equipment.

T58

Current facilities will be modernized and upgraded. The school will have a new look and feel.
Thought: Being modern and upgraded

T61

Thought: upgrading is always a positive

T62

any facility over years needs upgrades to keep up with modernization, safety and health needs
Thought: A new modern facility for all.

T65

Thought: Modernization

T68

Finally getting what the school and community deserves and has been long over due.
Thought: Fresh paint

T69

Upgrades that have been long over due
Thought: Modern building for all students in Hanna

T71

This process opens the door for grants that are available to modernize our school. Not an option to
modernize both schools due to the age of the Hanna Primary school, so upgrading/modernizing JCC
makes sense so that all the kids can have a "new" school.
Thought: things will be new
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?
(continued)

A new modern facility for all.

G23

Thought: Newer facility

T74

Modernizing our current facility to a newer facility.
Thought: Modernizing the facilities.

T76

Thought: Opportunity for top notch facility

T80

This can only be achieved if the planning process is not rushed and all ideas are considered.
Thought: Brand new school

T85

Thought: The school will look nice and will be better.

T86

Thought: Benefits for this upgrade: It will provide an opportunity to modernize the

T88

school & bring upgrades which the school has done without for many years such as adequate
heating & cooling system.
Thought: all students will be in one area and the upgrades will bring the school up

T95

to date
Thought: It would be an opportunity to modernize some very out dated rooms

T96

Self explanitory.
Thought: The school would be at lot nicer

T98

Thought: Will be a modern facility, energy efficient, tech savvy school.

T99

Will be able to handle all of the requirements of 21st century learning.
Thought: The benefits of upgrading the school are endless.

T100

There are benefits to all grades of students, and for staff, to upgrading the facility. Things will be
modernized and refreshed, and new innovations/technology/spaces, etc. will allow students to
become even more collaborative and mature students.
Thought: we can have better and newer equipment and school

T101

Thought: Potential benefits

T102

Better everything in general
Thought: Modernizing the school.

T104

Updating the facilities having a newer better school.
Thought: A new facility for our children.
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?
(continued)

A new modern facility for all.

G23

Hanna is long overdue to have modernization or capital funding put into our schools. Upgrades to our
facility will hopefully enable our students some advantages in technology integration, resource
availability , modernized equipment and supplies for the school.
Thought: Updated facilities

T112

Thought: Upgraded to 20th century

T116

Thought: Hopefully we will get a modern facility if it will be done right. There is

T118

a lot of money involved, hopefully it will be put to good use.
Thought: Improvements of washrooms, gymnasiums and classrooms

T119

Thought: An updated facility

T121

Both of Hanna's schools have been in need of some serious upgrades for quite some time. Even
though we will be left with only one facility, let's finally get this work done!!
Thought: a nicer building

T125

Thought: Needs will be acquired.

T129

Teachers and staff will receive tools or spaces that will make their job easier.

A state of the art facility for students and staff.

G19

Thought: A state of the art facility for students and staff.

T48

A technically advanced modern facility

G9

Thought: Adding state of the art facilities for students

T8

Able to wire in new technology in all classrooms - video conferencing, power and network outlets
throughout rooms to support students using their own devices.
Addition or upgrades to classrooms - science labs, kitchen, etc.
Thought: A technically advanced modern facility
Ensuring that our kids have the best opportunities, not only in programming but in the physical plant
structure is essential for their future. We must all think of the next generation and not of ourselves as
adults who are reluctant to try new and different things. We should consider ourselves extremely
fortunate to have the opportunity to see what our planning efforts can accomplish. We are the
minority of communities that are gifted with the public dollars to enhance our students lives.
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?

Building an efficient and cost effective facility.
Thought: Efficiency

G22
T56

Joining the schools will allow for overlap of some equipment and services and increase the buying
leverage in some areas.
Thought: Probably the cost savings to the school board.

T70

Thought: Reduce budget costs

T72

By eliminating the costs involved with running Hanna Primary (ie. upgrades to the boiler, windows,
roofing issues, etc) this will make better use of funds available to have our kids in a safe, healthy
environment.
Thought: Cost efficient

T75

Only have one school to maintain and less land taxes eventually.
Thought: Less maintenance on one facility over two facilities in the same community
Thought: Save the school division money

T83
T114

Obviously operating one facility will be more cost effective for PLRD in the long run and the reality is
tnat we are not going to keep getting more money for schools- this is smart operating in my mind.
Thought: Reduced operating costs

T123

Thought: Hopefully to reduce operational costs.

T124

Thought: Building an efficient and cost effective facility.

T131

Having one facility will be cost effective and safe on operating costs going forward.

Collaboration and consistency in programming
Thought: Program consistency

G25
T55

A well organized, professionally handled and properly funded professional development plan will
ensure that students from kindergarten through grade 12 will have a consistent, scaffolded and
relevant education experience.
Thought: Shared Learning

T90

Grade groups meeting and learning new outcomes, or different grade levels mentoring or doing
projects together.
Thought: Knowledge sharing.
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?
(continued)

Collaboration and consistency in programming

G25

Sharing of work experience between primary and high school aged students.
Also, the sharing of expertise of staff from both primary school and high school sharing talents and
resources.
Thought: Opportunity for learning collaboration from K-12

T122

Teachers will be able to collaborate across a wide range of ages and grades.
Thought: Collaboration

T126

Teachers will be able to collaborate with one another to benefit their students as well as their own
teaching practices.
Thought: Consistency

T128

Having all the students and teachers in the same building can allow for greater consistency in
expectations and programming.

Cost savings

G2

Thought: Cost savings

T2

It is obvious that there should be savings in utility costs as well as staffing overlaps (libraries,etc.)
increased utilization of any building will realize savings.

Create comfortable areas for students to work or meet
Thought: 21st Century approach

G24
T93

We can create areas more comfortable for students to work or meet *if* they're relatively easy to
monitor.

Having more modern technologies and updated equipment in the school.
Thought: Staff and student will have better science labs, and video conference

G13
T12

oppertunities.
Thought: Modernized equipment and facility

T14

The kids will be in a brand new environment without the poor air quality that they have had at HPS.
Thought: Opportunity to incorporate newer technologies

T22

Thought: Modernization and technology.

T29
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?
(continued)

Having more modern technologies and updated equipment in the school.
Thought: Improved resources & access

G13
T36

A state-of-the-art facility would be helpful in attracting talented teachers to this area. Improved
resources will serve to diversify the options for graduating students.
Thought: Having more modern technologies and updated equipment in the school.

T44

Integration of all ages of students

G8

Thought: Integration of all ages of students

T9

I truly believe that people develop greater potential and are more well rounded if they are in an
environment of diversity. That includes diverse age groups as we all need should have the ability to
teach, learn and respect whatever our age or profession. The amalgamation can provide the adults in
the building with an opportunity for growth and discovery of untapped skills when dealing with all age
groups rather than a segment.

Interaction will all age groups of children
Thought: Interaction will all age groups of children

G1
T1

I believe it is natural and beneficial to all children to have the opportunity to learn from each other.
There will be more opportunity for the older children to help with the younger grades. Children live
with children older and younger than them, ride the bus together so why not at school. It works
elsewhere in the division.

Mentoring of younger students by older students
Thought: Mentoring of younger students by older students
Thought: All students are in the same building and siblings can be together.

G26
T78
T117

The older students can be mentors to the younger students and all can benefit.
Thought: Student Interaction

T127

Older students will be able to work with the younger students.
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?
Mentoring Opportunities

G12

Thought: possibly more opportunity for fine arts programming, opportunity for high

T18

school students to be able to help with younger students (primary grade levels)
Thought: Mentoring Opportunities

T27

Having high school students buddy with elementary for learning opportunities. Have those interested
in teaching careers or early childhood care come and help in elementary classes.
Thought: POSITIVE ATTITUDES TRANSFERRED

T30

For the high school students that are a positive influence, they can show and help the primary
students how to act and behave (but only when they are on their best behaviour and not discussing
appropriate topics). Also helps teach the gr 4 students and up how to treat young children
Thought: Mentoring opportunities between older and younger students.

T31

Thought: Mentoring

T33

Thought: Older students being able to volunteer/help teachers and younger children

T38

Opportunity for high school students to volunteer for programs that are ran by the primary school. Ex.
Home economics students helping with hot lunch program for the younger children. High school
students wanting to do work experience in a classroom
Thought: Interaction between the grades

T40

This will allow the older students to mentor some of the younger students.
Thought: Utilizing high school students to do some programming with younger

T45

students.

Mentorship programs for Jr/Sr high students with elementary students
Thought: Mentorship programs for Jr/Sr high students with elementary students

Modernizing classrooms with technology
Thought: being able to share technology and resources through one facility

G3
T3

G27
T49

Hopefully with all grades in one school there will be more resources available to all teachers and
classes. Technology should be shared as well as programs from speech therapists, project REACH,
social workers, etc. Without losing staff as they will look after the same amount of children in total.
Thought: New technology

T51

Allows for greater integration of technological advances
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?
(continued)

Modernizing classrooms with technology
Thought: Learning and technology are always changing.

G27
T64

Wonderful when these nees can be met.
Thought: New and updated equipment that works reliably.

T84

Thought: Classroom Improvements

T94

We can use this as a way to improve equipment in individual classrooms and give students what they
need to learn better.
Thought: Technology

T108

Ability to draw in the newest technologies into the classroom i.e mobil devices, google glass etc
Thought: To give our students, staff and community the most up to date school system

T110

With the best equipment, supplies and technology.
Thought: Opportunity for new technology and resources

T113

Thought: Modernizing classrooms with technology and furniture.

T130

Creating an environment for engaged learning and teaching utilizing the latest in technology while in
a comfortable setting.

More Options

G6

Thought: More Options

T6

Maybe more classes can be offered for high school, as in Drama, Music, Dance etc. Can we become
a composite school. to meet all learning needs?

Opportunity for a drama/music room, and theatre.
Thought: possibly more opportunity for fine arts programming, opportunity for high

G14
T18

school students to be able to help with younger students (primary grade levels)
Thought: Opportunity for a drama/music room, and theatre.
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?
(continued)

Opportunity for a drama/music room, and theatre.

G14

I think this is the opportunity to create an amazing theatre structure for students for the music
program, drama and community groups. Now is the time. Consort has a fine arts centre so why not
Hanna? We could have a battle of the bands contest here in Hanna. The drama club could put on a
play, the Hanna music festival could use it for music contests, or dance competitions. It would be a
great addition to the school for all students and the community to use. Have a good sound system. If
funding wouldn't cover it then how about community partnerships or donations as well for the facility.

Opportunity for work experience with younger aged students
Thought: Opportunity for work experience with younger aged students

Opportunity to improve overall school design

G28
T79

G15

Thought: Opportunity to improve classroom design

T23

Thought: Opportunity to improve overall school design

T24

Thought: Having a modernized school for our children with great opportunities.

T43

I have seen first hand at the wonderful school that was built at Cessford (Berry Creek Community
School). I would hope that some of those ideas would be used in the modernization of this school.
They have great open spaces for children and it was bright. Let the sunlight in. This is the chance to
do some amazing things to J.C.C. so look at the opportunities to think big and make big changes.
And that doesn't mean just change the paint. I mean rip down the walls and start fresh. New school,
new thoughts, big dreams. Look at creating pods for in between the classrooms of the same grades.
Bring the classes together for interactions for a project or reading.
Thought: Better design features in the school.

T46

Shared Learning Environments

G5

Thought: Shared Learning Environments

T5

Grade grouping sessions

Space designed by teachers and staff

G16

Thought: Space designed by teachers and staff

T35
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?
(continued)

Space designed by teachers and staff

G16

IF teachers and staff are given a proper opportunity to talk about what design will provide the best
space for educational purposes the building could work well for staff.

That a sense of community could be fostered among the entire student
Thought: That a sense of community could be fostered among the entire student

G7
T7

population of Hanna

To develop a school community that is supportive and encouraging.

G29

Thought: Student Body Spirit

T106

We have been in smaller schools where it was a pleasure to see much older kids helping out with the
younger ones, just because they are together more. Hopefully that happens here.
Thought: To develop a school community that is supportive and encouraging. To

T120

develop mentoring in child to child, and adult to child.

Upgraded building

G18

Thought: Modern facility

T13

The primary students will actual be in a facility that school board will maintain rather then allow to
determinate.
Thought: Improvements to the building

T17

Modernization would be a good thing and enlarging the shop area would be beneficial.
Thought: Newer, renovated school.

T21

Thought: modern facility

T25

-energy efficient
-hopefully more room
-possibility of having areas that the Hanna community can use
Thought: Upgraded building

T26

The only the benefit we see to this is that there will be an upgraded more modern building that is not
falling apart and can be completly utilized.
Thought: having a modernized school for everyone.
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What are some of the potential benefits of upgrading this facility?
(continued)

Upgraded building

G18

Thought: Modernized buiding

T34

Thought: A modernized facility.

T42

JCC has needed some modernization work.

Up to date technology

G17

Thought: Better technology

T15

The kids would have access to the technology that the 4-12 get to use.
Thought: Better access to tools like laptops/smart boards/better gym facilities.f

T16

I hope that new students will get a better quality if education due to better access to technology and a
faculty with a larger support group
Thought: Up to date technology

T19

Students will have more access to 21st C/ learning tools to help them succeed. Hopefully there will
also be an opportunity to have programs that are tailored to a variety of needs, and not just the CTS
unit. A modern arts facility that focuses on music, art and theater (maybe Rosebud would be
interested in a junior program) and cosmetology area for students interested in that field of study.
Strathmore had a program similar, including a small theater for school plays and a cosmetology area
which were well done.
Thought: having access to technology

T41

Utilization of specialists for a higher level of instruction
Thought: Utilization of specialists

G30
T57

The opportunity to have specialist teachers work with students at a larger spread of grade levels will
only provide for a higher level of instruction.

We see limited benefits in upgrading this facility.

G20

Thought: If you were adding on to the facility I would see more benefits

T20

Thought: We see limited benefits in upgrading this facility.

T37
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Q3: What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to experience and
achieve in the modernized facility?
Started: 26 Feb 2014 Ended: 4 Apr 2014
Priorities Summary
Overall rating - total number of stars assigned to that group of thoughts
Participant count - the number of people that assigned stars to that group of thoughts
Average rating - the average number of stars that was given to that group of thoughts. The overall rating divided by
the participant count. Average Rating can indicate a small number of people are passionate about a particular subject.
You will often see a group of thoughts with a higher average rating than a group higher in the list. This can indicate that
the people that did add stars to that group felt it was very important.
overall rating

participant count average rating

More access to technological advances and
current teaching methods,

16

1

16.00

Opportunities for older students to interact &
mentor/help younger students

14

1

14.00

A welcoming atmosphere for elementary
students and their families

12

1

12.00

Accessibility to mental health and wellness
within the facility

10

1

10.00

A feeling of belonging

9

1

9.00

Hands on learning

9

1

9.00

A complete community building.

8

1

8.00

A good education for the students.

8

1

8.00

Achieve in New Facility

7

1

7.00

Adequate space to educate our kids

7

1

7.00

Classrooms/learning spaces that meet the
needs of the students and teachers

7

1

7.00

Keep elementary and high school separate

7

1

7.00

Central services should make life easier.

6

1

6.00

I need my children to continue to receive the
benefits of a smaller school

6

1

6.00

A healthy environment that would foster a
quality education

5

1

5.00

Expansion of PE facilities and resources

5

1

5.00

I would like to see all the grade classes
working together for each other.

5

1

5.00

Safe environment for learning and play for all.

5

1

5.00
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Q3: What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to experience and
achieve in the modernized facility?
overall rating

participant count average rating

Access Project REACH and FRW's and their
programs.

4

1

4.00

A great learning environment that is safe!

4

1

4.00

A safe environment for students to work in
during construction.

4

1

4.00

A space that is thoughtfully designed.

4

1

4.00

A welcoming and caring facility.

4

1

4.00

Expansion of art facilities

4

1

4.00

Fine Arts/Drama/Music

4

1

4.00

Improved facilities and resources for staff

4

1

4.00

More physical education space

4

1

4.00

Separate facilities for high school and
elementary

4

1

4.00

Updated and expanded curriculum

4

1

4.00

Students receive more hands-on learning.

3

1

3.00
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Q3: What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to experience and
achieve in the modernized facility?
Theme report
What are some things you would like students, staff and community members
to be able to experience and achieve in the modernized facility?

Child count

Total stars

Total participants

0

49

8

12

1

A feeling of belonging

9

1

I need my children to continue to receive the benefits of a smaller school

6

1

A healthy environment that would foster a quality education

5

1

Safe environment for learning and play for all.

5

1

A great learning environment that is safe!

4

1

A safe environment for students to work in during construction.

4

1

A welcoming and caring facility.

4

1

36

5

14

1

Keep elementary and high school separate

7

1

Central services should make life easier.

6

1

I would like to see all the grade classes working together for each other.

5

1

Separate facilities for high school and elementary

4

1

27

4

Hands on learning

9

1

A good education for the students.

8

1

Achieve in New Facility

7

1

Students receive more hands-on learning.

3

1

22

4

Adequate space to educate our kids

7

1

Classrooms/learning spaces that meet the needs of the students and
teachers

7

1

A space that is thoughtfully designed.

4

1

Improved facilities and resources for staff

4

1

21

5

Expansion of PE facilities and resources

5

1

Expansion of art facilities

4

1

Fine Arts/Drama/Music

4

1

Welcoming atmosphere, sense of belonging, safety
A welcoming atmosphere for elementary students and their families

Inter-grade interaction, separation, coordination

0

Opportunities for older students to interact mentor/help younger students

Quality education - expanded teaching methods

Improved learning spaces and resources

0

Expanded curriculum, arts, and physical education
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Q3: What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to experience and
achieve in the modernized facility?
More physical education space

4

1

Updated and expanded curriculum

4

1

16

1

16

1

12

2

A complete community building.

8

1

Access Project REACH and FRW's and their programs.

4

1

10

1

10

1

193

30

Access to technological advances

0

More access to technological advances and current teaching methods,
Access for community and other programs

0

Mental health and wellness access

0

Accessibility to mental health and wellness within the facility
Grand Total
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?

Accessibility to mental health and wellness within the facility

G3

Thought: Accessibility to mental health and wellness within the facility

T3

Access Project REACH and FRW's and their programs.

G13

Thought: Access Project REACH and FRW's and their programs.

T16

Office spaces for FRW's that are private but also big enough for them to work with students.
Elementary counselling needs space for play therapy or art therapy (small table and room to move
around)
Project REACH runs programs with children after school and during lunches so they need space to
do this. They also run small groups during class time and need space large enough but that is able to
provide a more confidential setting.
Both FRW's and Project REACH need to be accessible to students, parents and community
members and would need office spaces confidential meetings.

Achieve in New Facility

G10

Thought: Achieve in New Facility

T10

I can't see how a new facility should change anything. Teachers, should be doing their utmost to
teach students whether it be in and old or new facility.

A complete community building.

G2

Thought: A complete community building.

T2

The school is central in a young families life. I encourage this facility to see maximum use during the
day and also for community use after hours and on weekends. Continued cooperation between
Board and Town Council is key.

Adequate space to educate our kids

G14

Thought: Adequate space to educate our kids

T12

Thought: Classrooms

T25
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

Adequate space to educate our kids

G14

Good sized classrooms. With proper storage of materials. Bathrooms close to classrooms with kid
friendly toilets, sinks and water fountains. Sinks located in the classrooms. Lockers for students
jackets and backpacks (therefore doors in the school need to separate this area as young children's
lockers do not have locks on them and other students during school or after hours shouldn't have
access to this area)
Thought: Adequate classroom space

T30

Make sure all students have adequate classroom space specifically designed for that grade's
learning needs. Ex: up to date science lab, industrial shop area

A feeling of belonging

G8

Thought: A feeling of belonging

T8

Regardless of the physical layout of the building it is essential that all staff and students feel that this
is everyone's building; not yours, not mine, but ours.

A good education for the students.
Thought: Having all of their educational needs met.

G21
T49

The upgrades need to provide opportunity for all children to become successful. When they
graduate, will they have all of the skills needed to enter the "real world" and post-secondary
education. The school board needs to keep in mind, that although it is desirable for all graduating
J.C. Charyk students to go on to some type of post-secondary education, realistically, not all students
will. What needs to be put in place to allow for these students to succeed in life as well? Is it more
options for jr. high and high school students? Is it more occasions to work on "life skills"? How can
the upgrades help those students who are not going to go on to post-secondary schools? Do the
library and the gyms, and the materials and equipment within them, meet the needs of all the
grades?
Thought: The advanced learning would not take away from the basics.

T53

Thought: Education

T57

Our children deserve the best education as compared to other top rated schools. There is no reason
we can not give them that. These students will be running our town, province, country and making
decisions on everyone's behalf and we need to educate for that.
Thought: Quality Education
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

A good education for the students.

G21

I am hoping that with the money being spent to complete this amalgamation that we don't lose funds
for education. We still need a good quality of education for our children. Even if there are two
separate pools of funding, sometimes one gets "borrowed" from to help out another.
Thought: A good education for the students.

T64

Thought: Teachers will have sufficient resources to provide high quality education.

T66

Thought: Increased learning opportunity

T70

In the end, it comes down to the success of the students, and an upgraded school will allow for that
success
Thought: Education created by Canadians, and relevant to Canadians

T77

Thought: Quality education with a good variety of opportunities.

T131

A great learning environment that is safe!

G22

Thought: Safe Environment

T61

I would like to see that the students, especially the younger students, feel safe being in a school with
older students.
Thought: The feeling of safety for the students

T63

Thought: Safe environment for all students.

T65

Thought: Doors that lock from the inside for lockdown.

T81

Thought: Positive experiences

T99

-safe environment where younger students have no fear of being bullied
-that HPS staff feel that they are included/welcomed
Thought: use bright colours in the school

T102

Liven up the school with bright, cheery, fun colours to help lift the moods of people. Winters are long
and the school could be a place of cheer.
Thought: Positive School Life

T112

This does not mean a lot of buzz / fluffy words. Something does need to change. I have seen positive
signs this year with our new principal though I fear it is going to take more time. Maybe
modernization will help everyone get on board with changing for the positive.
Thought: A Great learning environment that is safe!
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

A great learning environment that is safe!

G22

Entry into the school that is supervised by the front office for viewing and access of people coming
and going from the school. Joint library facility with longer and more accessible hours that includes a
coffee bar. Proper science/food labs that are functional and have the proper space for safety. Proper
lighting and heat loss reduction around windows and doors. Fine Arts Auditorium. Gyms that are not
divided but allow full access of proper sized gym space for students to utilize. Better weight and
exercise space with good equipment. Safe access for student drop off and pick-up that is less
congestive than it already is. Lounging area for students.
Thought: Safety

T120

There are too many swept under the rug bullying issues in this community, by integrating all ages will
this increase?
Thought: Cameras and monitors throughout the school for security reasons

T121

Between drugs, bullying and sexual activity I feel the children and families will feel safer knowing all
is being monitored. This includes within the classrooms
Thought: A Positive and Cohesive Learning Environment

T134

This can be a wonderful place where everyone works and learns together in one place.

A healthy environment that would foster a quality education
Thought: Quality education.

G11
T11

The only thing that should be a priority.
Thought: Education

T19

Regardless of where the children go to school, I would like to see enough educators so that the
children receive the best education possible. If this is going to happen, I would hope that all students
involved would receive an upgrade in terms of accessibility to educational resources & services &
educators, NOT a downgrade. Don't build the Taj Mahal of schools if there aren't going to be enough
teachers and support staff to follow through on educating the children at the highest possible level. I
would like a safe, happy and supportive place to send my children to school regardless of the
building. Quality of education is much more important than what the facility looks like.
Thought: Quality education

T22

Thought: A healthy environment that would foster a quality education

T23

Thought: Quality education

T36
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

A healthy environment that would foster a quality education

G11

I want to make sure that my children receive the best possible education. This means that they don't
have to share gym space, classroom space etc. with other classes that could potentially be
distracting. They deserve their own space and area to learn to their best ability.

A safe environment for students to work in during construction.
Thought: A safe environment for students to work in during construction.

A space that is thoughtfully designed.
Thought: Take the ideas of the parents into account. From what I can see and hear,

G23
T71

G12
T20

it is a small group at the top making all the decisions and not allowing input from the masses.
Thought: School

T26

A school we will be happy and proud with in the end result. Do it right the first time so that it is able to
have enough space for all students from our community, present and future, to enjoy and learn in.
Thought: Prep areas

T27

Have enough prep areas around the school- photocopiers, paper supply, paper cutters etc.
Thought: No wasted space

T32

The facility must be designed to take advantage of every square foot available. If more space is
deemed necessary to provide the children with all that they need, measures should be taken to
improve the facility accordingly (i.e. engage private industry and private citizens of means). We would
much rather see a class room over a lunchroom if it would prevent bringing in a portable later on.
Please take great thought into the design and determine what is needed most to provide the best
education possible. Don't have wasted space, use it wisely!
Thought: A space that is thoughtfully designed.

T35

Let's do this right, and not be held back by what already exists. The classrooms and other areas
need sufficient space, storage, and flexibility to be able to teach our students in the way they need to
be taught. Let's not aim for "good enough". Let's also remember that what is an appropriate
configuration for a high school math class will not be appropriate for a junior high art class or a
kindergarten class. Keep in mind the differing requirements of ALL the students.
Thought: No regrets with the modernization and the process.
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

A space that is thoughtfully designed.

G12

We are moving forward so make sure all imput is looked at and all things are considered. We don't
want to be in the school 6 months and say "ohh, someone should of thought of that." Consider
everything and let the community feel that they are being heard and have a say. It will make them
feel proud to know their suggestions and ideas helped contribute to their son/daughters school and
education.

A welcoming and caring facility.
Thought: Peer Mentorship

G24
T40

PEER MENTORSHIP!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Peer mentorship between younger and older students is such an amazing thing. It creates
relationships, and increases inclusion throughout the school. As a grade 12 student, I would LOVE to
have a younger partner that I could play in the gym with, or help with their school work. It would allow
for older students to be role models and strengthen qualities such as leadership and younger
students to admire them. This would be something that could potentially be done once a week during
flex?
Thought: A better sense of community

T42

There is certainly a sense of "us" and "them" in the community. When the last amalgamation took
place in 1994, there were concerns about the young students being around older students. The
concerns were unfounded. Entering the merger with the right attitude should alleviate these
concerns, as long as people approach things with a positive attitude.
Thought: A welcoming and caring facility.

T47

The physical attributes of a building can affect how students, teachers, parents, and visitors feel
welcomed. All grades (K-12) should feel that the upgrades have been made with their age-group in
mind. The grade one students need to feel like their area has been designed with their particular
needs in mind, and the grade 11 students need to feel that the school has their particular needs in
mind. By providing upgrades that are made with all grades in mind, the students will feel as if the
school board really does care about them and their learning. The needs of teachers have to be
included within the upgrades as well. Likewise, parents and community members need to see a
school that works for both the teachers and the students of all the grades.
Thought: The teachers and support staff to be one big family.
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

A welcoming and caring facility.

G24

If J.C. Charyk is to include grades K-12, all the teachers and teacher's aides need to feel like they
belong. Of course, their will be a natural split amongst the younger grades, the jr. highs, and the high
school teachers, but each of these staff members needs to be recognized for the part they play within
each child's education. These staff members need classrooms that meet their teaching needs;
storage or an area to be able to keep their personal teaching materials, as well as school owned
materials and textbooks; a place where they can plan for the next day or the next week; and an area
where they can go to relax and mingle with the other staff members during breaks.
Thought: A community feeling

T54

Thought: Protective family atmosphere

T59

I would like to see cooperation from the community as a whole, as well as staff and students, to
achieve a friendly, welcoming atmosphere within the school for all students and parents. I feel if this
is handled properly it could lead to a less intimidating environment for the young grades with a more
protective attitude from the older grades which may lead to a more united front, in turn helping to
alleviate some bullying issues.
Thought: How well a grade 12 student will get along with a grade 1 student.

T60

Thought: They will be in a nice school and will like to learn.

T74

Thought: Happiness.

T95

Thought: Great interaction between all ages.

T96

There is a thought that some don't want their little kids in the same facility with older kids because
they worry about bullying, bad influence, etc. Lets enable the older kids to show what they can do,
lets put this negative idea to rest and let the kids prove that they are and can be a good influence to
the smaller kids.
Thought: Participation

T97

If there is anyway for the kids to leave a part of themselves, help build, put their hand in the cement
or anything like that will give them pride and something to brag to future generations about their part
in creating this new part of Hanna.
Thought: wider hallways would make the school seem more open

T106

Thought: A school to be proud of.

T111

Thought: Bullying awareness

T113

I want everyone in that school to help one another. I want bullying to be put to the minimum and I
want the school to be somewhere people feel safe and "want" to go.
Thought: A sense of community
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

A welcoming and caring facility.

G24

I hope that by bringing all staff and students together it will create a sense of community and shared
responsibility. I see this new school as a way to build better relationships between our older and
younger students and provide more leadership opportunities for older students.
Thought: Safe and welcoming space

T119

I hope that the new facility will be safe and welcoming for everyone.
Thought: Community spirit from all age groups, older students mentoring and helping

T124

The younger kids
Thought: The student matters,to encourage their growth within the community.

A welcoming atmosphere for elementary students and their families
Thought: A welcoming atmosphere for elementary students and their families

T125

G4
T4

Central services should make life easier.

G1

Thought: Central services should make life easier.

T1

When my children attended school it was difficult coordinating between two schools. I was so
thankful we had just eliminated the third school.

Classrooms/learning spaces that meet the needs of the students and teachers
Thought: Adequate space for a variety of programs.

G28
T43

A fine arts room would be an asset, however a fine arts program ( Music/Drama ) with a specialized
teacher would be required and that would equate to funds from PLRD to pay for that teacher.
Thought: Functionality

T51

I believe the structure needs to meet the teachers needs and then look at the students wants. It could
be more structural or spaced out in accordance to grade levels so that it is not spread from one end
of the school to the other would be a benefit to both students and teachers.
Thought: Better use of space`

T58

Some classrooms are not currently being utilized within JCC. I would like to see the facility used
entirely to its potential providing a variety of resources and class options for the kids.
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

Classrooms/learning spaces that meet the needs of the students and teachers
Thought: I would like to see the school modernized to create a comfortable area

G28
T76

conducive to learning. This could take advantage of research in colors for learning, etc. I think it is
important for all involved to be included in the planning. Maybe there can be murals which are
created by the primary students in their area of the school, murals from elementary students in their
area, etc. I think they need to be able to make their "mark" on the school expansion to have their
"approval/acceptance" of the expansion.
Thought: Similar grade class rooms – next door to each other but doors a little

T80

farther apart.
Thought: Sound proof classrooms – no foldable walls

T82

Thought: Enough room for 20 – 30 desks

T84

Thought: Sink in every class room with a water bottle faucet

T85

Thought: lots of bulletin boards – no less than we have

T86

Thought: no foldable walls between classrooms

T87

Thought: sinks in every classroom

T101

Thought: High school classrooms need to be bigger

T103

High school classes at time can have close to 30 people in them. With all the desks in the class,
there is no room for breakout space or collaboration areas. Room for collaborative style desks
Thought: Rolling tables/desks and chairs for all students

T107

If all classroom desks and chairs had wheels (that locked when necessary), unlike the old style that
we currently have, collaboration and movement around the classroom would be GREATLY improved.
Thought: pod-like desks that attach and breakaway w/technology

T108

I have a printout of a really interesting, innovative, and clever way of having classroom desks. This is
put out by a specific company. Desks can attach in a pod, that has a power console in the middle,
and can also breakaway and stand alone. They can be short for sitting, or tall if you need to stand for
a presentation, etc. They can hold laptops, etc, and have cup holders. Laptop areas can also be
folded down so the desk is a flat top too. I can provide this company brochure if desired. I have
shown it too many staff members who really like the idea.
Thought: We should have a parent teacher meeting seperate room
We should have a parent teacher meeting seperate room because it will look nicer that school have a
seperate room for for PTM.
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

Classrooms/learning spaces that meet the needs of the students and teachers

G28

Thought: Enough space for the students so they are not crammed in the classrooms, a

T123

proper playground. Done proper, not rushed. The funds spent properly not wasted.
Thought: Classrooms/learning spaces that meet the needs of the students

T127

Too often, a classroom space is given to a teacher and they are told to just make it work even though
it may not even be close to meeting the needs of their students. This new space can actually be
designed to meet our students' need.

Expansion of art facilities

G25

Thought: Music

T39

It would wonderful to have a music program in the school. A choir/band room with a place to perform
would be excellent.
Thought: Drama

T45

I believe that we should have a drama class and host a show once a year for the community.
Thought: more focus on arts

T56

our school puts a lot more focus on sports. Adding an auditorium would make drama classes, and
shcool plays a possibility, as well as make a better place for Hanna's dance festival
Thought: Fine Arts

T67

Opportunity for all students to have access to drama, art and music
Thought: Fine arts program

T68

Thought: Larger arts progrAm

T69

The arts program currently in place is limited and does not effectively allow students to explore their
potential. Students need to have art displayed and regularly updated. It is a stagnant program.
Thought: Fine arts program

T78

What a great opportunity to reintroduce a fine arts program, drama and even band. We are known for
our basketball teams and not for our academics. We need the facility to develop a well rounded
program for the kids of our community.
Thought: nice stage for drama, dance and grad

T88

Thought: a sound proof drama/ music room

T89

Thought: an art room for elementary

T90
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

Expansion of art facilities

G25

Thought: an auditorium/theatre with graduated seating

T100

It would be amazing to have a place to perform plays, hold meetings, etc.
Thought: money should be spent on a theatre or stage with tiered seating

T122

Thought: Fine arts programming

T126

"If we build it, they will come" -- lots of high schools have fine arts theatres. Let's at least explore the
possibility.
Thought: An applicable industrial arts program - shop

T129

Thought: It would be cool if they could build a stage so that the Hanna dancers can

T135

have a proper stage, and so that we can hold competitions

Expansion of PE facilities and resources
Thought: Recreational teams for students

G26
T41

Many students would be interested and willing to get involved in recreational sports. Its all about
having fun and being active!
Thought: All classes being able to have a PE class once a day

T72

Thought: 6 soccer nets

T91

Thought: more after-school sports like curling team, golf team, and a dodgeball team

T109

Thought: An intramural sports program - at lunch and after school

T130

Thought: better gym equipment

T132

Thought: a swimming pool, skating rink and nicer gyms

T133

Fine Arts/Drama/Music

G17

Thought: Music program and band

T13

Space for a large music/band room for a great music program provided to all students in the school.
Thought: Fine Arts

T15

Art, drama, music
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

Fine Arts/Drama/Music

G17

Thought: Fine Arts/Drama

T21

Art, drama, and having a full fine arts program would be an excellent program to add to this school
Thought: Fine Art Space

T31

A clay kiln, glassblowing equipment, easels, art benches, painting and wood carving tools and
equipment.

Hands on learning

G6

Thought: Hands on learning

T6

To benefit the students that cannot always learn by sitting in a desk or by reading text, learn by
doing!!

Improved facilities and resources for staff

G30

Thought: Printer in the classrooms or accessible to the classrooms

T83

Thought: Storage or a cupboard in the female staff washroom

T93

Thought: plug ins for all the staff cars

T94

Thought: improvements to staff washroom

T104

Thought: have a teacher workroom for each end of the school, or division

T105

Instead of one crammed, crazy photocopier room- build one in each end of the school, or one for
elementary, junior high, and senior high teachers to use.

I need my children to continue to receive the benefits of a smaller school
Thought: I need my children to continue to receive the benefits of a smaller school
My children must continue to have smaller classes, more access to gymnasium times, and creative
teachers or there will be no benefit to a small town upbringing for my family
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
I would like to see all the grade classes working together for each other.
Thought: I would like to see all the grade classes working together for each other.

G9
T9

A very comfortable , safe environment for all involved in the educational process for many years to
come. I think it is of upmost importance that there is great thought put into washroom,water fountains
and recreation facilities for the smaller students. Also a good loading and unloading area for these
little ones so as to keep them safe because for a while when the transfer takes place these students
may become very disoriented.

Keep elementary and high school separate
Thought: Keep elementary and high school seperate

G15
T18

With the upgrading of facilities I would like to see as much of a distinction or seperation of students
as possible. Such as seperate recesses / lunch hours between elementary grades and high school
grades.

More access to technological advances and current teaching methods,
Thought: More access to technological advances and current teaching methods,

G7
T7

encouragement and accountability among all grades

More physical education space
Thought: A modernized outdoor play area for the younger kids that promotes physical

G16
T24

activity and play
Thought: Physical education facilities

T29

Replace aging gym equipment with equipment in good repair. Excellent scorekeepers for
tournaments.
Thought: More physical education space

T34

If we are losing the primary school gymnasium, there needs to be a space that replaces this

Opportunities for older students to interact & mentor/help younger students
Thought: Opportunities for older students to interact & mentor/help younger students
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?

Safe environment for learning and play for all.
Thought: Positive learning environment for students

G19
T17

We do not want the primary children to lose the excellent family atmosphere they presently have in
the Primary School. We also do not want the high school students to lose any sense of community
they feel in their school.
Thought: Safe environment for learning and play for all.

T28

Thought: Students to feel safe and to have the best learning opportunities possible.

T33

Younger children need to feel no intimidation while learning in a large age-range facility.
Children with allergies need to be protected so that they feel comfortable and are free to learn
without fear.
Class sizes should still continue with a small student-teacher ratio.
Opportunities for physical education should not be compromised.

Separate facilities for high school and elementary
Thought: make sure elementary are completely sepertated from the jr.high and high

G29
T55

there is no need for either of the elementary or Jr.High and high school students to interact at all.
Elementary should be completely seperate.
Thought: Elementary wing separate from high school and junior high

T79

Thought: high school parking lot away from elementary

T92

Thought: Separated groups.

T137

The elementary and primary should be moved to one half of the school while the junior high and high
school should be moved to the other. This will cause trips to classes to be shorter and bad influences
not to be made on the younger students. The primary should also have a separate playground to
prevent them from getting hurt by the older grades.

Students receive more hands-on learning.
Thought: Students receive more hands-on learning.
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
Updated and expanded curriculum
Thought: variety of optional classes for students, multi purpose facility

G27
T44

I would like to see a greater variety of optional classes for students, as well as a facility that provides
something to the community, even for those who do not have children in the school.
Thought: Open minded learning plans that are structured to suit the individual

T46

rather be it student, staff member or community member.
Thought: Students to experience recognized and approved modern curriculum styles.

T48

How will our students be taught in the future? More hand-on learning activities? A play-based
curriculum for kindergarten and grade 1? Laptops or other computer-type equipment for all students?
for all high school students? for all jr. high and high school students? Video conferenced courses?
Older children working with younger children? More time to spend outdoors? The school board
needs to think about how the students of Hanna and area will be learning in 2 years, in 5 years, in 15
years, and consider these future curriculum and learning styles into the upgrading of the school.
(Keeping in mind how fast technology is changing. Is it worth spending the money on something that
will only be useful for a couple years)
Thought: Optional courses

T52

Industrial arts, skills with trades partnering in the community. Fine arts facilities to put on plays,
presentations, etc..
Thought: programs

T73

I would like to see improved or maintained programs that already exist. Parents in other school
division and provinces say that we have great programs for our high school and this is something
that I do not want to see diminished.
Thought: Have program options

T75

The students need to have more options to become involved in after school programs as well as
during class. Students need more choices so they are able to try many different things and open their
minds to all the possibilities out there. Some additional classes/programs could be offered through
virtual classrooms as well, partnering with other districts possibly?
Thought: We should be able to pick our options

T98

Thought: Dual Credit programs

T114

Thought: Curriculum

T116

It would be good to see the shop be updated and have more ability for students to experience more
work in the trades. Most students don't know what to expect or what their interests are when they
graduate, and end up going to college blindly, to find out that what they signed up for isn't what they
thought it would be.
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What are some things you would like students, staff and community members to be able to
experience and achieve in the modernized facility?
(continued)

Updated and expanded curriculum

G27

Thought: Educational facilitator

T118

Now is the time to consider the opportunities for students to attend colleges or take different courses
thru VC, bring the city to the rural student. Allow the rural low income students have the opportunity
to continue their education without the upheaval of moving to a big city away from their families and
the extra cost of living and without support.
Thought: Classes in french,german,italian, etc

T128

Thought: More and better learning experiences.

T136

I hope the students will have more opportunities to learn new things and activities to enhance their
learning experience.
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